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About This Game

In Stick Spartans up to four Spartans fight by poking each other with sticks to claim the golden helmet.

Stick Spartans brings fast paced family friendly action to the living room with simplistic and easy to learn controls.
Each player controls a Spartan which can run around this confined arena in teams or solo to eliminate the opposing players and

rein victorious claiming the golden helmet.

In this arena players poke each other to steal health with their wooden sticks, health is indicated by the bands around their stick.
When you run out of health you are eliminated until only one Spartan remains. You can Jump to dodge an attacking Spartan's

Stick.

The environment has dust clouds created by player movement, In a large battle the dust cloud can cover up some of the combat
so keep track of your player.

Match settings can be adjusted before play like: Stick length, Dual wielding, and movement speed.

Features:

Easy to learn controls

Full controller support
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Integrated UI elements

Low poly simplistic art style

A selection of game modes

Dynamic rotating camera

1v1 and 2v2 gamemodes

Single-player against AI

Adjustable match settings

Capture the flag

King of the Hill

Insta-Kill Mode

Game modes include: Player vs Player and Player vs AI in both 1v1 or 2v2 modes.
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Title: Stick Spartans
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Sugoi Yellow
Publisher:
Sugoi Yellow
Release Date: 15 Jun, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: AMD E1-6010 APU (1.35 GHz)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon(TM) R2 Graphics

Storage: 40 MB available space

English
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Vey fun game, and perfect to play with friends. And with such a simple easy to grasp concept anyone can pick it up and play. I
can also see the possibility of further content to come. e.g customising the helmet your spartan wears, or pehaps even adding
different arenas to fight in. Overall it's a really fun game, and I support the developer in all their future projects.. Vey fun game,
and perfect to play with friends. And with such a simple easy to grasp concept anyone can pick it up and play. I can also see the
possibility of further content to come. e.g customising the helmet your spartan wears, or pehaps even adding different arenas to
fight in. Overall it's a really fun game, and I support the developer in all their future projects.
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Drunk On Nectar - The Nature Simulator Sacra Terra: Angelic Night Just Beat Em Up : World of Fury How do you like it, Elon
Musk? RETSNOM Invisible Apartment Differently Fast Quible Sphere everybody's sad 1.1.1 - Snap Rotation Added:
It's been so wonderful reading all the kind words and watching videos of people playing since our Steam launch! Thanks for
checking out our game :)

Patch Notes

Snap Rotation has been added! It's mapped to the grip button/trigger. On the left controller it will rotate you 30 degrees
left. The right controller will rotate you 30 degrees right.

Glitch where music was not playing at the end of the game should be fixed

Candles can now be picked up

Colliders adjusted on the game console so you gamerz can now slot in those cartridges

Modified a spoilery thing
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